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Modernity and Tragedy

e have recently been debating the idea
of the Flaneur, in relation to modernity
and space. The Flaneur is the idea of
a person celebrating the modern city. Paris in
particular was such a city and the Flaneur was
an ordinary person frequenting its arcades, cafes,
galleries, parks, and riverside walks. Baudelaire’s
reception of modernity and his description of it
has been a subject of a recent conference hosted
by Goldsmiths College with the title ‘Baudelaire
and Philosophy’. The point that concerns us here
is the challenge to modernity and progress from
pessimism and the sense of tragedy.
Both Baudelaire and Benjamin were non-optimistic.
Baudelaire thought technological developments are
a threat to our way of life which bring anxiety. He
called for new creativity in life and the arts, but he
was aware of the reduced size of the modern hero.
Benjamin on the other hand was more pessimistic.
In his essay Theses on the Philosophy of History,
Benjamin wrote: ‘There is no document of
civilization that is not at the same time a document
of barbarism’. Baudelaire found salvation in culture
and the beauty of life around him. Benjamin put his
trust in a Messianic vision that ruptures history and
culture.
Baudelaire took heroism as the activities of the
modern person coping with everyday life or the
heroism of the ordinary. His hero is the result of
culture and the destruction of the aristocratic
order. He was writing in the aftermath of the 1848
revolutions which took place across Europe. For
example, he refers to museums and says that they
were not there before the revolutionary changes.
But talk about heroism suggests optimism and a
sense of achievement. Reduced heroism reduces
the possibility of having tragedy as an art form.

However, there was also the negative evaluation of
life and the talk about pessimism contemporary with
him, as in the philosophy of Schopenhauer. This
pessimism will return in the first book by Nietzsche
‘The Birth of Tragedy’. Part of the pessimism
comes from a metaphysical theory about the nature
of life, as in the philosophy of Schopenhauer and
early Nietzsche. Schopenhauer thought we are in
the grip of a blind metaphysical will that leaves us
in a continuous struggle with much suffering and
no satisfaction, and whenever we achieve anything
we move on to another target and another repeated
struggle. Nietzsche on the other hand looked at
his time and saw an added layer in the very thing
Baudelaire noticed in the emergence of the Flaneur,
the dandy and the culture of entertainment. He
thought Europe is moving towards a nihilistic
culture. What he had in mind is the aristocratic
hero, a figure inherited from the Greeks.
Schopenhauer thought that life is tragic, and
tragedy invalidates life. But Nietzsche thought that
heroism consists of accepting the tragic evaluation
of life and is the ability to get on with life despite
this evaluation. For Schopenhauer, tragedy shows
us the futility of life and struggle. For Nietzsche,
it is the impetus to willing and action. He found
in modernity, progress and the dominance of the
knowledge drive a cause for worry about inactivity
and decadence and unjustified optimism. Unlike
Schopenhauer, he thought we should be strong
enough to face up to tragedy rather than to give
up. He looked for salvation, in his early period, in
recreating tragedy as an art form.
The negative evaluation of modernity and progress
is coming back now under the rubric ‘ethical
pessimism’. We live in a time full of tragedies, but
is this the fault of modernity?
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Philosophy

Goethe

The Significance Of Goethe’s Colour Theory
The story is told that Goethe (1749-1832) wanted to check the theory of Isaac Newton
(1643-1727) that white light contains all the colours of the rainbow. To achieve this he
borrowed prisms (solid glass rods with triangular ends) to separate the colours said to be
in the light. However, he was a busy person and became preoccupied with other things so
when the owner asked for their return he hurriedly viewed the light through the prism to
discover that colour appeared only where there was a dark edge. He therefore retained
the prisms to conduct further investigation. Below is some of what he discovered and his
objections to Newton.

WILLIAM BISHOP
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It would appear that Sir Isaac Newton must have
darkened a room and covered the window with
black paper in which a pinhole was inserted
through which light passed into a prism and onto a
screen. The separated colours must have appeared
on the screen therefore Newton logically assumed
the colours were contained in the light. However
it could be understood that the polar colours of the
rainbow appeared (red and violet) accompanied by
gradations of colour in between them.
Now Goethe was an unusual person for his time,
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and as a natural scientist he regarded the human
being as the ideal scientific instrument and the
human senses as fundamental aids to investigation.
His approach differed from the modern scientific
method that was then winning the day, where
human presence was eliminated in an attempt
to avoid subjectivity and thereby attain strictly
objective knowledge. This difference of approach
lies at the crux of the dispute that Goethe had not
only with Newton’s theory of light but also with the
whole scientific approach represented by Newton.

Goethe’s wheel of colour

Through his observation of the natural world
Goethe concluded that colour arose in the reaction
between light and darkness. He observed the
colours of sunrise and sunset and reasoned that red
was visible when light was seen through darkness
(the darkened atmosphere), and that the daytime
sky was seen as blue because this was the colour
produced when darkness was viewed from the
vantage point of light. In this case outer space
is dark but the atmospheric sphere of the earth
containing the spectator is illuminated by the sun.
Goethe also spoke of the moral and emotional
effects of colour, and in fact there is a psychology
based on colour, known as the Lüscher test, where
the psychological effect is based on the different
light levels represented by the selected colours.
Newtonian science does not go there because in its
attempt at objectivity it is concerned with abstract
knowledge; however this is not fully related to the
world of mind in which we live in this world of
objects.
Artists have tended to favour Goethe’s theory of
colour because of its relation to the senses. When
pigments are blended this works through addition
where, for example, the primary colours of blue
and yellow create green, while the blending of
transmitted light is based on subtraction, employing

the three primary colours of yellow, magenta and
cyan. It is possible to interpret this as the material
world having a positive value while light has a
‘negative density’. When light is understood as a
stream of particles this may well apply to artificial
light created through electricity and therefore be a
form of material-light rather than the natural light
of the cosmos. The raising of such questions is a
legitimate concern of philosophy particularly when
modern science might be reluctant to make enquiry
into the fundamentals of its assumptions. Anyway
it is perfectly understandable to see difficulties in a
debate on the merits of the Newtonian or Goethean
conception of the origin of colour.
As a culture, the West has come to accept the
perspective of Euclidean geometry and pointcentred (atomistic) forces as the only official basis
for science and yet now we have available to us a
new conception of space (drawn upon by Einstein)
which allows us to see the same world with new
eyes. Isaac Newton based his science on the threedimensional space of Euclidean geometry because
it was the only conception of space available
at the time, yet in the nineteenth century nonEuclidean geometries were developed and one
in particular, Projective Geometry (developed by
Arthur Cayley, 1821-1895), is relevant to a holistic
vision of Earth within its cosmic context. The
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Englishman Cayley regarded projective geometry
as comprising all geometry (including Euclidean
earth-based geometry). Now while point-centred
Euclidean geometry applies to the earth, it gives
only a partial picture because it takes account
only of the material aspect of the earth. But the
earth does not exist in isolation only for itself,
but is ‘embedded’ in the cosmos; and projective
geometry includes the cosmos and the earth as a
unity so provides a holistic vision with regard to
the interaction of the cosmos and Earth. While
Euclidean geometry is point-centred, projective
geometry includes the point and plane at infinity
(with the straight line mediating in perfect balance
between them). When a point is expanded it can
be seen to grow spherically and as it expands its
spherical angle decreases till at the ‘boundary’ of
infinity it becomes a flat plane.
If life on earth actually depends on planarperipheral energizing forces from the cosmos,
then chief among them is light. It appears that
Goethe had an intuition of the interaction of these
forces of the cosmos with those of earth on which
apparently contradictory forces confront one
another. Interestingly George Adams (1894-1963)
had the following to say in an article entitled,
Goethe’s Concept of Light and Darkness: ‘Sensing
and thinking, we feel our way through this sea
of light until we touch the material, objective
darkness; thereat we awake to consciousness. Yet
in its origin darkness is akin to light; they are –
as Goethe himself suggested – the sundering
of a pristine Unity, antecedent to all polarities
of space. Thus we see light when we awaken to
consciousness by the touch of darkness. Dark and
material though they be, the objects of sense and
thought light up for us in thinking’.
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Drawn to mathematics, George Adams (Kaufmann)
studied under the influence of A. N. Whitehead,
Bertrand Russell and the pure mathematician G. H.
Hardy at Cambridge between 1912–1915 where he
had the intuition that projective geometry would
have a transforming effect on natural science. In
relation to cognition Adams wrote: ‘The realm of
ethereal light is unknown to man precisely because
as a knower he lives within it and is at one with
it. In relation to this world of light the objects
of his cognition must always be of the nature of
The Wednesday
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darkness – shadows, or shadow-throwers. In the
very act of throwing shadows they light up for his
cognition. Just as the sunlight flooding the clear
air is in itself invisible and yet illumines every
particle, every dark object that comes into its way
and by reflection thence appears to us as light, so
is the world of essential light imperceptible to us.
… Geometrically speaking, the domain of real
forces within which we live when we are thinking
is polar to the spatial objects of our thinking. The
objects of ordinary thought are physical – that
is, of paramountly pointwise form and structure
– yet in the very act of thinking them we live
unconsciously in a planar, in other words, etheric
realm.’
From the perspective of projective geometry
Earth is a gravitational point in space projecting
forces outwards from the centre, while the cosmic
forces from the periphery are those of levity
(suction) directed inwards towards the central
point as all-surrounding (enclosing) planes. Such
a combination of forces from the cosmic periphery
working, for example, on a point-centred seed
will produce life and growth while the rhythmic
interactions of these forces maintains the stability
of things through the dynamic tension of opposing
(complementary) forces.
Now the general point about unity and polarity is
broadly philosophical, but the fine detail for the
counter-pole to earthly forces (the light confronting
darkness), as pictured in projective geometry, has
been worked out by researchers from their holistic
perspective. One such publication is Physical and
Ethereal Spaces, by George Adams. This is headed
by a statement made by Rudolf Steiner in 1903:
‘Think on it: how the point becomes a sphere and
yet remains itself. Have you understood how the
infinite sphere may be only a point, then come
again, for then the Infinite will shine forth for you
in the Finite.’
Euclidean geometry concerns a space of separation
and touch, while projective geometry is concerned
with a space related to sight where connections
are made by perspectival vision. It is a space
created by the radiant lines of light, where matter
is ‘woven’ by the light that contains formative
forces related to the plane at infinity. This ‘woven

Newton

space’ is a counterspace: a non-physical space or
field of forces interacting with physical space,
which is based on the three-dimensional Euclidean
geometry.
George Adams writes: ‘Space in the nineteenth
century was the dark field of a struggle for existence
– a side-by-side in the sign of egoism, fear and
hatred. The new geometry enables us to recognize
in the Divine Creator thoughts the very opposite of
these. Space by its origin and nature is the realm
of brotherhood; it is side-by-side in community. …
Modern geometry discovers that the Gods create
the world by the same laws of radiant perspective
by which the human eye beholds it. … The divine
spark of being, the ‘I’ within, is at one with the
Light of the World.’
We might well ask why science conceives light as
a linear stream of energetic pulses of linear energy
in accord with Euclidean geometry. Is it reckoning
with electrical effects similar to light? Can light in
itself be subject to measurement within the electromagnetic spectrum? Does light adapt itself to the
method of measurement, or does the means of
measurement produce its result merely by the way
it is set up, combined with an interpretative theory?
In other words, what is light? Is it necessary to drag
back the Gods from their heaven now rejected by
a secular society in order to supply a satisfactory
answer?

George Adams (Kaufmann)

Light should be everyone’s concern, especially
since we cannot see it but only those things that it
illuminates. Is it in our thinking or is our thinking
in it? These are questions for philosophy because
light need not only be the concern of science. The
projective counterspace is in continual movement;
it is a living space (a life-giving space) that is
continously coming into being, like the verb it is a
space of potential, while the objective, hard-edged
world of Euclidean space is fixed like a noun. It is
particularly in the world of plants that the planar
enlivening and levitating forces can be seen in
the extensive leaf with its horizontal orientation
in space. The lemniscate form of transformation
in projective geometry (the figure 8) can also be
comprehended in the polarity within the plant
between growth above ground in sunlight and
radial root growth below ground in darkness.
It is interesting in this connection to note how
Goethe’s years of research on plants connects,
through projective geometry, with his theory
of colour. He regarded colour as a product of
the ‘deeds of light’ (the suffering of light in its
dealings with its polar opposite: darkness. And
colour is not an isolated phenomenon for light
‘lives’ in an invisible counterspace that interacts
with the material world. Light is relevant to the
whole nature of the universe and the space we
inhabit: the living reality we find ourselves in.
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Follow Up

Hegel on Freedom and Progress
Notes of Wednesday Meeting Held on 18th September 2019
PAUL COCKBURN
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We were pleased to hear from Phil Walden,
a long term member of the group. Phil gave
a talk on Hegel and Freedom. He started by
talking about the typical libertarian thoughts
expressed by philosophers such as Isaiah
Berlin. Berlin believed in negative liberty,
he thought we should have the freedom to do
what we like as long as we do not harm others.
Freedom means the absence of constraints,
so that we can choose what we want to do.
Hegel disagrees with this: firstly, usually
when we choose we are faced with options
that are external to us, we do not create them
ourselves. Secondly, we are limited by societal
conventions. How far are our choices in fact
determined for us? We have to recognize the
limits that are imposed on us, and our freedom
has to recognize the necessity of these limits.
One objection was that if - as was suggested freedom merely consisted of making rational
choices within existing constraints, then
imposing further constraints on someone
would not restrict their freedom, since they
would still be able to make rational choices
within the new more restrictive constraints.

however is much more about the will which is
abstracted from our desires, it is a higher type
of freedom to do with the values we follow
and our rational self. True freedom involves us
being self-conscious. Are people in primitive
tribes free? In one sense, no: they cannot
travel on an aeroplane, they do not know as
much as a modern person does. But in another
sense they are free: they can run wild and
engage with nature. The choices we make as
modern consumers are perhaps superficial,
they are not what our lives are about.

Freedom is an elusive concept. You can
exercise your freedom by protesting against a
law which you believe to be wrong, be arrested
and then put in prison and lose your freedom
for breaking the law. But even in prison you
may be able to gain an ‘inner’ psychological
freedom from the conviction that what you did
was right.

There are three basic spheres of influence on
our lives: our families, the social groups we
belong to, and the state and institutions which
govern us. We can find our freedom or be
limited within each of these three spheres.
It is also possible that when we are offered
freedom we are afraid and reject it: we in fact
want to conform and belong to and find our
identity in our existing groups.

Hegel believes there is progress in mankind’s
history. The primitive self of early man could
not reflect on itself, it was limited to the senses.
It was the Greeks who started to internalize
the concept of the State, of living together in
community. However, it was only the elite
and ‘superior’ class of people who had the
free time to philosophize and only citizens
could vote, slavery was common especially in
Athens. Hegel’s master-slave dialectic is justly
famous, it contains a lot of psychological and
psychoanalytic truth.

We can make choices in an almost arbitrary or
capricious way: which type of chocolate we The German idealists, including Hegel, all
like, say. This is ‘Willkür’ in German. ‘Wille’ lived through a key event in history - the
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Hegel

French Revolution in the 1790s. Most of
them became depressed when the revolution
descended into the terror, and also after
Napoleon took control of France and then
invaded the other countries of Europe at the
head of his revolutionary army. Hegel thought
the principles of the Revolution were correct,
and would have led to fraternity, equality
and liberty if they had been properly applied
in practice. He remained an optimist, in a
religious sense, believing in ‘Weltgeist,’ the
Spirit of the world which develops over time.
Nation states do develop over time, achieving
greater justice, security, health and liberty for
their citizens, but it then seems inevitable they
will come into conflict with other nation states.
Two schools of thought developed Hegel’s
philosophy after his death, one materialist, the
other idealist. Marx and Engels developed it
in a materialistic way, jettisoning the religious
dimension of Hegel’s thought. Dialectical
materialism concentrated on the economic
domain. In terms of freedom, if you have to
work twelve hours a day to earn a pittance to

Zizek

survive you are alienated not free, it is the rich
and privileged who are in fact free. In terms of
war, as Marxism developed after Hegel there
were activists like Rosa Luxemburg (18711919) who wanted an international socialist
movement and the overthrow of the world
capitalist system.
Zizek maintains that Hegel’s philosophy is
only useful when we look backwards, it can
explain history but it cannot predict the future.
Phil disagreed with this view: we can enable
a better future to come about, creatively and
imaginatively coming up with new ideas
and constructing a better future. In terms of
progress, Stephen Pinker thinks that statistics
show violence in human society has decreased
over time, and gives reasons for this. However
there often seems to be a regress back to a
worse state in many parts of the world, and
wars seem to be an ever present reality. Hegel
would say that setbacks will occur, but in
the long run the ‘cunning’ of Reason will
win, there will still be a happy fulfillment for
human history.
Issue No. 114 25/09/2019
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Art and Poetry

The Door
You might know the tale where a man
steps out of the door and finds another one
through a spark in his mind, like a sudden
opening, when on a journey, or a walk uphill
on a desolate mountain path, with a backpack
heavily pulling on his shoulders
he tries to turn back, in disbelief, anxious
of an unfamiliar reality, which he enters
hesitantly, when he stumbles
and falls over half-remembered things blinded
by an onslaught of light. He, now invisible,
but aware of a life-changing moment Imagine you’d meet death in this way,
as an eager return to a place always longed for
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but still to be reconnoitred and explored
and close the door behind you to a glowing light,
that moves towards you, like an embrace,
with all the known faces from your past.
The Wednesday
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Poem and Artwork by Scharlie Meeuws
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Hegel and the Robot-Bombs
Had Hegel’s philosophy of history embraced this age, Hitler’s robot-bombs
would have found their place beside the early death of Alexander and
similar images, as one of the selected empirical facts by which the state of
the world-spirit manifests itself directly in symbols . . . . ‘I have seen the
world spirit’, not on horseback, but on wings and without a head, and that
refutes, at the same stroke, Hegel’s philosophy of history.
T.W. Adorno, ‘Out of the Firing-Line’, in Minima Moralia.

Acephalous, the robot-bomb pursues
A course predestined, bang on target, sent
Careering blindly as our instrument
Of choice if it’s apocalypse we choose.

10

CHRIS NORRIS

The Zeitgeist’s gone long ways around and spent
Whole epochs seeking out new ways to use
Its hidden hand and turn the techno-screws
On any counter-plan we might invent.
The Hegel yarn had world-historic news
And big ideas as back-up, stuff that lent
Some credence to its ‘onward, upward’ bent
With just the odd step backwards to excuse.
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Then came the bombs and talk of ‘progress’ went
Clean off the tracks, along with every ruse
In reason’s book that told us: don’t ask who’s
In line for their next shattering descent.
Let’s have the dialectic pay its dues
To hopes negated and the discontent
Of optimists who live on to repent
Their making light of history's j’accuse.
Let’s not deny they’re truly excellent,
Those robot-bombs, if what you have in view’s
The lethal kind of progress that accrues
From techno-warriors in their element.
For then it’s every human scale you lose,
Or every impulse that might orient
Your feelings in a mode more sentient
Of what it means to stand in others’ shoes.

V1s and V2s in their mad career,
Projectiles dead on course yet flying blind,
Are supplements to Hegel that remind
The chronicler how world-events may veer
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Far wide of reason’s governance and find
How prone the skittish Zeitgeist is to jeer
At all its sage predictions or to steer
A course that leaves all compass-points behind.
Napoleon
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Like youthful Alexander on his bier,
Fate’s victim shorn of triumphs pre-assigned
By destiny, so too these missiles bind
Their victims tight within a techno-sphere
Where expertise and idiocy unwind
The mock-prophetic threads that tell us we’re
What’s left as mind and sentience disappear
And the bombs fall, robotically aligned.
I’ve seen the new world-spirit and it’s sheer
Stupidity, a symbol of the kind
That Hegel’s loyal retainers long declined
Since apt to throw their systems out of gear,
To have the dialectic crash and grind
On negatives now massed at thought’s frontier
And forcing it hard up against the fear
Of all those thought-disablers that entwined
Its stumbling steps. The robot-bombs say: here
You see what’s come of it, what we divined
Way back when first your wits and skills combined
To bring him forth: the laughing bombardier.
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Alexander the Great
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‘Contemplation’

By Mohamed Mustafa Kamal
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Truth As The Rightful Dethroner Of Metaphysics
EDWARD GREENWOOD

I
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was struck by the concluding sentence
of the editorial in The Wednesday issue
no. 112 for September 11th in which it is
claimed that the dethroning of metaphysics
means the blurring of vision and the rejection
of the concept of truth. But surely, I thought,
it is the rigorous employment of the concept
of truth which has led to the dethroning
of metaphysics. It is in this dethroning of
metaphysics that Kant’s Critique of Pure
Reason marks, as Tolstoy said, an epoch
in philosophy. If a statement is to be true or
false it must first of all make sense. Only
then can we decide on its truth or falsity. But
Kant shows that if we ask the sort of question
where it is impossible to establish the truth or
falsity of the statement supposedly answering
it (as human beings are constantly inclined to
do) that is because we have passed beyond
the bounds of sense and entered the realm of
metaphysics. In section A5/B8, Kant uses a
striking image, comparing the metaphysician
to a dove which thinks its flight would be
so much easier if it was unimpeded by the
atmosphere. So soars the metaphysician above
the sensory world as Plato, for example, did.
Kant shows how human beings are prone to
raise questions which cannot be answered
and that the attempt to answer them creates
metaphysical illusions. His transcendental
dialectic is devoted to demonstrating this.
Indeed his philosophy is designed to make us
see this as a kind of epistemological hubris
in so far as theoretical reason is concerned.
But when it comes to practical reason he has
his own hubris and becomes ‘the catastrophe
of a spider’ which Nietzsche called him. He
purports to find solutions to the problems of
The Wednesday
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God, freedom and immortality, issues where
he claims neither theoretical affirmation or
negation are provable through the decisionism
of what he calls practical reason. In this
respect his moral philosophy is far inferior to
his epistemology.
I was also struck by the remarks in the editorial on vision and hearing. But surely it is not
true that hearing is always mediated, unlike
vision. This may apply if we restrict hearing
to the understanding of a language, but isn’t
the hearing of a blackbird just as unmediated
as the sight of a rose?
It is of course true that religious visionaries
receive both visual and auditory revelations,
sometimes both combined. They are notorious for seeing visions and hearing voices. But
severe problems arise when they dogmatically proclaim to the world messages or commands revealed to them in those visions. Here
Hobbes’s skeptical warnings in chapter 32 of
Leviathan are apposite. He writes that for a visionary or prophet to say that God spoke to
him in a dream ‘is no more than to say that he
dreamed that God spoke to him; which is not
of force to win belief of any man that knows
that dreams are for the most part natural, and
may proceed from former thoughts.’
The great historian of religion Harry Austryn
Wolfson in his magisterial collection of essays
entitled Religious Philosophy argues that religious philosophy was founded by Philo of
Alexandria. Philo tried to combine philosophy
with the Hebrew scriptures, sometimes resorting to allegorical interpretation of passages in
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the latter. He claimed that there are three ways of arriving at the knowledge of God. One is by imagination, such as the Greeks did in the case of Zeus. But
imagination alone makes God have existence only in
the mind, not outside it. This amounts in effect to atheism. The second way of arriving at the knowledge of
God is by reason. Plato and Aristotle did this and arrived, Philo claims, at the knowledge of a God existing outside the human mind. But Philo also claimed
that there is a third way, that of revelation when God
reveals himself to individuals, as he did to Moses on
Mount Sinai. Philo thinks that revelation is not closed,
but progressive.
If however we are skeptical naturalists like Hobbes
and Spinoza we will claim that this third way really
collapses back into the first, the way of imagination.
Wolfson states that Spinoza in particular destroyed
the possibility of any religious philosophy of the type
Philo expounded. Many subsequent metaphysicians
have tried to elaborate such philosophies. If we follow
Spinoza in this matter, as I do, we must avow that we
are atheists.
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Poetic Reflections

Truth To Tell

Testimony delivered echoes in the mind.
This must be sufficient for us all to pocket,
as a sufficient containment of truth
Facts can be peeled off for us all to see,
but the collection has its shadows;
someone’s perception, their cognition.
Thoughts organised towards their owned conclusions.
It may give them authority or bear them up a high pedestal.
But it can’t be for us all so easily to believe.
It’s best to scrape evidence with a sceptic’s tool
and see if the fittings are really secure.

David Burridge
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